Unified Molecular View of the Air/Water Interface Based on Experimental and Theoretical $\chi^{(2)}$ Spectra of an Isotopically Diluted Water Surface
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ABSTRACT: The energetically unfavorable termination of the hydrogen-bonded network of water molecules at the air/water interface causes molecular rearrangement to minimize the free energy. The long-standing question is how water minimizes the surface free energy. The combination of advanced, surface-specific nonlinear spectroscopy and theoretical simulation provides new insights. The complex $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of isotopically diluted water surfaces obtained by heterodyne-detected sum frequency generation spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulation show excellent agreement, assuring the validity of the microscopic picture given in the simulation. The present study indicates that there is no ice-like structure at the surface—in other words, there is no increase of tetrahedrally coordinated structure compared to the bulk—but that there are water pairs interacting with a strong hydrogen bond at the outermost surface. Intuitively, this can be considered a consequence of the lack of a hydrogen bond toward the upper gas phase, enhancing the lateral interaction at the boundary. This study also confirms that the major source of the isotope effect on the water $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra is the intramolecular anharmonic coupling, i.e., Fermi resonance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the structure of the pure water surface is of essential importance in fundamental science. As a result of the truncation of the hydrogen bond network, the structure of the water surface must differ from that in the bulk. However, the molecular structure of the water surface is still strongly debated, as it has been for the bulk.6 An interface-selective spectroscopy, vibrational sum frequency generation (VSFG), pioneered by Shen and co-workers, has been widely utilized to study aqueous interfaces with vibrational spectroscopy.7–10 The VSFG spectrum of the neat water surface shows two broad OH bands around 3200 cm$^{-1}$ (OH(I)) and 3400 cm$^{-1}$ (OH(II)), in addition to a sharp OH band due to “free” OH at 3700 cm$^{-1}$. Because the two broad bands resemble the infrared OH stretch bands of the ice and liquid water in bulk, Shen and co-workers called the two bands “ice-like” and “liquid-like” bands.8,11,12 They assigned the ice-like band to tetrahedrally coordinated water11,12 and concluded that “the water surface has a partially disordered ictalike structure.”12

Recently, however, Bonn and co-workers showed that the two peaks in the VSFG spectrum of the neat water surface merge upon isotopic dilution and suggested that they are not associated with two distinct structures but arise from intramolecular coupling of the HOH (DOD) vibrations.13,14 In these conventional VSFG studies, the absolute square of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility $|\chi^{(2)}(2)|^2$ was measured, but the complex $\chi^{(2)}$ spectrum is much more informative and can be directly measured by phase-sensitive15,16 or heterodyne-detected VSFG (HD-VSFG)17–23 techniques. Tian and Shen measured $\Im|\chi^{(2)}|$ spectra of isotopically diluted water surfaces, in which the intramolecular coupling is eliminated, and they found that a positive band ($\sim$3300 cm$^{-1}$, OH(x)) and a negative band ($\sim$3480 cm$^{-1}$, OH(0)) appear in the OH stretch region, even though the $|\chi^{(2)}|^2$ spectrum shows only a single band.24,25 Tian and Shen attributed the positive OH(x) band to ice-like symmetric tetrahedrally H-bonded water molecules and the negative OH(0) band to “liquid-like” water at the air/water interface.24

The appearance of the low-frequency OH(x) band implies the presence of stronger H-bonds at the surface, but it does not necessarily originate from the tetrahedral “ice-like” structure. Indeed, previous theoretical studies have proposed various
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reasons other than the tetrahedral structure to explain the origin of the low-frequency OH($x$) band. In particular, Ishiyama and Morita calculated $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of the air/H$_2$O interface based on a flexible and polarizable MD simulation and associated the OH($x$) band to a pair of strongly H-bonded water molecules present at the outermost surface. However, their calculated $\chi^{(2)}$ spectrum for the H$_2$O water surface cannot directly be compared with the experimental spectrum, because the classical MD simulation does not adequately take account of the Fermi resonance. Therefore, to clarify the structure of the air/water interface and to solve the debate, it is critically important to compare the simulated $\chi^{(2)}$ spectrum of the HOD surface with the experimental spectrum that is free from the effects of intra-/intermolecular coupling.

The aim of the present study is to present a unified view of the molecular structure at the water surface based on a combination of advanced experiment and theory. To achieve this, we carried out multiplex HD-VSFG measurements of the HOD water surface which provides complex $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra with a high phase stability, a large number of spectral data points, and an improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to single-channel phase-sensitive detection. Simultaneously, a new MD simulation was performed for HOD molecules to directly compare the experimental and theoretical $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra without the influence of intramolecular coupling. The excellent agreement between experiment and theory enables us to obtain a unified view of molecular structure at the water surface.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At first, we clarify the terminology “ice-like” because this term has been widely used but with different meanings in the past. As mentioned in the Introduction, Shen and co-workers use this term to refer to tetrahedrally coordinated water structures. Some other researchers used the term just to refer to water in a symmetric environment or simply stronger H-bonded water, in a more or less nonattributive way. In this paper, we take Shen’s original definition that refers to tetrahedrally coordinated water. Since our question is how the water surface differs from that in the bulk, we regard the structure of the bulk liquid as a reference. Bulk water is believed to consist mainly of (distorted) tetrahedrally coordinated water structures, either as part of a continuum or as a distinct state. Therefore, the ice-like interfacial water structure, hereafter, means the water interface showing a tetrahedral structure less distorted than in the bulk.

Figure 1 shows the OH stretch region of $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of the neat H$_2$O surface are a pattern that both $\chi^{(2)}$ and $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of the neat H$_2$O surface are affected by intramolecular coupling, as previously pointed out in ref 13, although a possible contribution from intermolecular coupling (delocalization of the vibrational mode) cannot be excluded from the data. Another critical observation is the existence of the positive OH($x$) band in the H$_2$O $\chi^{(2)}$ spectrum. The loss of the OH($x$) (or narrowing of the negative OH band, see Figure 2c for comparison) upon isotopic dilution can also be seen in ref 24. Presumably due to interference between peaks and/or the nonresonant background, the OH($x$) band appears more pronounced in the $\chi^{(2)}$ spectrum (see Supporting Information SI). In any case, these results confirm that both $\chi^{(2)}$ and $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of the neat H$_2$O surface are affected by intramolecular coupling, as previously pointed out in ref 13, although a possible contribution from intermolecular coupling (delocalization of the vibrational mode) cannot be excluded from the data. Another critical observation is the existence of the positive OH($x$) band in the H$_2$O $\chi^{(2)}$ spectrum. The loss of the OH($x$) (or narrowing of the negative OH band, see Figure 2c for comparison) upon isotopic dilution can also be seen in ref 24. Presumably due to interference between peaks and/or the nonresonant background, the OH($x$) band appears more pronounced in the $\chi^{(2)}$ spectrum (see Supporting Information SI). In any case, these results confirm that both $\chi^{(2)}$ and $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of the neat H$_2$O surface are affected by intramolecular coupling, as previously pointed out in ref 13, although a possible contribution from intermolecular coupling (delocalization of the vibrational mode) cannot be excluded from the data.

Figure 2. Intensity-normalized $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of water surfaces. (a) Experimental HOD (red line), (b) simulated HOD (red), (c) experimental H$_2$O (blue), and (d) simulated H$_2$O (blue). In (c), the experimental HOD spectrum (a) is also shown by a thin red line. The shaded area represents the broadening of the negative OH band in H$_2$O spectra. In (d), spectrum (b) is also shown in a similar manner.

and/or increase of the (distorted) tetrahedral component compared with the bulk.

Figure 2 shows the OH stretch region of $\chi^{(2)}$ spectra of the air/water interfaces experimentally obtained with various H$_2$O/ HOD/D$_2$O concentrations (blue, neat H$_2$O; dark yellow, H$_2$O: HOD:D$_2$O = 2:5:3; red, H$_2$O:OD:D$_2$O = 1:6:9). The sum frequency, visible, and infrared surfaces which provide complex multiplex HD-VSFG measurements of the HOD water of advanced experiment and theory. To achieve this, we carried molecular structure at the water surface based on a combination of the linear combination of the Im spectra. The black dashed line shows the linear combination of the Im spectra for HOD molecules to directly compare the experimental and theoretical Im spectra without the influence of intramolecular coupling. At first, we clarify the terminology ‘ice-like’ because this term has been widely used but with different meanings in the past. As mentioned in the Introduction, Shen and co-workers use this term to refer to tetrahedrally coordinated water structures. Some other researchers used the term just to refer to water in a symmetric environment or simply stronger H-bonded water, in a more or less nonattributive way. In this paper, we take Shen’s original definition that refers to tetrahedrally coordinated water. Since our question is how the water surface differs from that in the bulk, we regard the structure of the bulk liquid as a reference. Bulk water is believed to consist mainly of (distorted) tetrahedrally coordinated water structures, either as part of a continuum or as a distinct state. Therefore, the ice-like interfacial water structure, hereafter, means the water interface showing a tetrahedral structure less distorted than in the bulk.
To deduce the $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectra of pure HOD species for direct comparison with MD simulation, we examined the linearity of the concentration-dependence change of the $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectra (see SI for detail). The dashed line in Figure 1 shows the linear combination of the $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectra of the water with the highest and lowest deuterium concentrations. The weight of each spectrum was determined by the composition (H$_2$O:HOD:D$_2$O = 2:5:3), leaving no adjustable parameters. The resulting dashed line is indistinguishable from the experimental spectrum of the same composition (dark yellow curve), indicating that the spectral change observed in the $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectrum linearly reflects the isotope concentrations. This linearity allows us to obtain the $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectrum of the pure HOD from the spectra obtained experimentally, similar to ref 24.

Figure 2a,b shows the intensity-normalized $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectra of the pure HOD species deduced from the experiment and MD simulation, respectively. In the MD simulations, the isotope ratio was fixed at H$_2$O:HOD:D$_2$O = 0:10:90. Apart from the relative magnitude of the free OH band, the simulated $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectrum in the H-bonded OH region reproduces most features of the experimental spectrum, including the presence of the OH(x) band, zero-crossing frequencies, peak positions, bandwidth of the OH(0) band, and the relative amplitude of the OH(x) and OH(0) bands. (Note that the experimental data contain significant noise below 3100 cm$^{-1}$ due to the weak IR intensity in this region.) This demonstrates that the present MD simulation can reproduce very well the experimental spectrum of HOD in the H-bonded OH region, for which intra-/intermolecular couplings do not play a role.

The experimentally observed H$_2$O spectrum (Figure 2c) shows considerable broadening of the negative OH band compared to the HOD spectrum, as represented by the shaded area. The theoretically simulated H$_2$O spectrum (Figure 2d), on the other hand, shows only slight broadening and shift of the negative OH band compared to the simulated HOD spectrum. The larger broadening for the H$_2$O spectrum observed in the experiment can be attributed to the intramolecular anharmonic coupling, i.e., Fermi resonance, because the anharmonic coupling is not properly included in the classical MD simulation. We note that the experiment did not show significant contribution of the intermolecular coupling, as indicated by the linear dependence of the $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectra on the isotope concentration, although a detailed analysis of the MD simulation indicated its contribution is not completely negligible. A quantitative analysis of intramolecular coupling based on the MD simulation will be discussed elsewhere.

The excellent agreement between the experimental and theoretical $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectra in the H-bonded OH stretch region for the HOD/D$_2$O system proves high reliability of the H-bond structure at the water surface provided by the MD simulation. The structure of the HOD/D$_2$O mixture surface obtained from the MD simulation is completely analogous to that of the pure H$_2$O surface previously proposed. The molecular structure at the water surface is highly mobile and dynamic, and there are no hexagonal H-bonded clusters (see MD simulation video). The H-bonded OH groups near the surface, on average, point down to the bulk, causing the negative OH(0) band at a frequency similar to that of bulk water (∼3410 cm$^{-1}$). The water species that gives rise to the positive low-frequency OH band (OH(x)) is found to be the HOD molecule at the top surface which specifically interacts with a neighboring D$_2$O molecule (Figure 3a). This is clearly illustrated by the calculated $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ spectrum of the water molecules within 3.25 Å around the HOD molecule located around the center of the snapshot. This spectrum displays a positive OH band at a very low frequency (Figure 3b). Note that the OH stretch band is solely due to the HOD molecule at the center because the other water molecules within this radius are D$_2$O. This clarifies that the OH(x) band does not originate from tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules existing in or below the second layer. The HOD molecule, which gives rise to the positive $\Im_{\chi(2)}$ signal, has a OH group lying nearly horizontal and induces positive polarization in the H-bonded neighboring D$_2$O through the anisotropic local field (Figure 4), as previously suggested for the air/H$_2$O interface. The low OH stretch frequency indicates that the HOD molecule is strongly H-bonded to the neighboring D$_2$O. Therefore, the positive sign of the OH(x) band is not related to the upward orientation of individual water molecules but to the net response of the dimer. In this mechanism, the frequency of the signal (OH(x) band) depends only on the local O−H bond that creates the local field at the adjacent molecule. For this reason, the intensity of the OH(x) band is linear with the
Table 1. Band Assignment of Im$^x(2)$ Spectra of the Neat Water Surface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OH(x)</th>
<th>strong H-bond pair, appearing through anisotropic local field effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OH(0)</td>
<td>liquid (uncoupled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH(I)</td>
<td>liquid (coupled): the lower frequency component of the Fermi split OH band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH(II)</td>
<td>liquid (coupled): the higher frequency component of the Fermi split OH band</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absence of the ice-like structure at the liquid water surface is in agreement with earlier theoretical studies\(^{38,40}\) as well as thermodynamical considerations of “surface premelting” at an ice surface. Even simple thermodynamics denies the presence of the hexagonal ice structure at the surface above the melting point because the entropy gain of melting is always preferable to the enthalpy of the crystallization at any temperature higher than the melting point. Thus, we can conclude that the structure of the air/water interface is not the particular ice-like structure. Table 1 summarizes the assignment of the different OH bands appearing in the Im$^x(2)$ spectra of H$_2$O and HOD surfaces, resulting from the combined experimental and theoretical efforts presented here.

Although we can exclude tetrahedrally coordinated “ice-like” water, it is noteworthy that the MD simulation suggests the existence of a strong H-bond at the neat water surface. Recently, the Tahara group reported the Im$^x(2)$ spectra of isotopically diluted water at charged surfactant/aqueous interfaces.\(^{19,20}\) The Im$^x(2)$ spectra do not show the OH(x) band, and the observed OH band is almost identical to the IR spectrum of bulk HOD, indicating that the surface electric field does not enhance H-bonding. The presence of the OH(x) band and the existence of the stronger H-bonds at the neat water surface demonstrate that the water structure at the hydrophobic air/water interface is substantially different from that at hydrophilic charged surfactant interfaces.

After this manuscript was submitted, a Communication about a theoretical study on the air/water interface by the Skinner group appeared.\(^{46}\) They claimed that the OH(x) band could emerge in their MD calculation with a newly developed three-body potential, which alters the surface structure to emphasize 4D (four-coordinated) water. We found, on the other hand, that current water models widely established for liquid simulations naturally reproduce the OH(x) band if we precisely describe the strong H-bonding interaction. This issue will be further discussed in detail by some of the authors in a forthcoming paper.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the Im$^x(2)$ spectra of HOD surface obtained by the experiment and theory agree very well, including the presence of the characteristic positive OH(x) band. This confirms the validity of the Ishiyama–Morita model to describe the molecular structure at the air/water interface. The MD simulation suggests that there is a strong in-plane H-bond between the molecules at the outermost surface, which gives rise to the OH(x) band, but this is not related to a tetrahedrally coordinated water structure. Therefore, the VSFG spectrum does not indicate the existence of ice-like structure at the neat water surface. Comparison between the experimental and theoretical Im$^x(2)$ spectra of the H$_2$O surface with those of HOD also confirms that the major source of the isotope effect on the water Im$^x(2)$ spectra can be attributed to the intramolecular anharmonic coupling, i.e., Fermi resonance. This should be kept in mind to make correct interpretations of H$_2$O Im$^x(2)$ spectra.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1. Experimental Section. Ultrapure water (Millipore, 18.2 MΩ cm resistivity) and deuterium oxide (NMR grade, 99.9%) were mixed to obtain mixtures of H$_2$O, HOD, and D$_2$O at desired concentrations. The optical configuration and Fourier transform analysis of HD-VSFG have been described elsewhere.\(^{18}\) Briefly, a major part of the output from a regenerative amplifier (Spectra Physics, SpitfireProXP; ~3.5 W, 1 kHz) was used for excitation of a commercial optical parametric amplifier and a difference frequency generator (Spectra Physics, TOPAS C&DFFG1) to generate broadband IR ($\omega_1$, center wavelength 2800 nm, bandwidth ~400 cm$^{-1}$). The rest of the regenerative amplifier output was narrowed by a band-pass filter (Optoscience, center wavelength 795 nm, bandwidth 1 nm (15 cm$^{-1}$)) and was used as the visible ($\omega_2$) light for the HD-VSFG measurement. The $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ beams were spatially and temporally overlapped on a sample surface with incident angles of 44° and 59°, respectively, to generate the sum frequency (SF) at $\omega_1 + \omega_2$. The height of the sample surface was maintained with an accuracy of 1 μm using a displacement sensor. The $\omega_1$, $\omega_2$, and SF beams reflected by the sample surface were focused by a concave mirror onto a GaAs(110) surface to generate another SF that acted as a local oscillator (LO). The SF pulse from the sample passed through a 2-mm-thick silica plate located between the sample and the concave mirror, which delayed the SF pulse relative to the $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ pulses by 3.3 ps. This delay generated the time difference between the SF pulse and the sample and that from the GaAs. The two SF beams were introduced together into a polychromator and then detected by CCD. In the polychromator, the two SF pulses were stretched in time and interfered to generate an interference fringe in the frequency domain.\(^{17}\) A typical CCD exposure time was 2 min, and each spectrum presented in this paper is an average of ~100 measurements. The SF, $\omega_1$, and $\omega_2$ beams were s, s, and p-polarized, respectively. All spectra were normalized by the interference fringe spectrum obtained from a z-cut quartz and GaAs. In the present HD-VSFG measurement, the LO was generated by the $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ beams that were reflected from the sample surface. Thus, the measured Im$^x(2)$ spectra are affected by the reflectivity dispersion of the infrared at the water surface ($r(\omega_2)$). Therefore, the present Im$^x(2)$ spectra of H$_2$O and HOD have been corrected by [$r(\omega_2)$] that was measured at the sample surface. The phase shift due to the reflectivity dispersion was calculated to be insignificant.

4.2. Calculation Method. Details of the theoretical calculation are described elsewhere.\(^{20,30}\) The physical properties of water used in this model, i.e., the radial distribution functions and surface potential, have been examined previously.\(^{47}\) Here we briefly summarize the essential points in the present MD methodology. The water model employed in the present study is the flexible and polarizable point dipole model developed by Ishiyama and Morita\(^{48}\) with slight modification for the damping treatment at a short internuclear distance.\(^{29}\) The MD simulation was executed in a rectangular simulation cell with dimensions of $L_x$,
ratio of 1:9. We note that the only difference between HOD and D$_2$O is the proton mass, and the potential function and parameters including the point dipole are common for HOD and D$_2$O. The long-range Coulombic interaction is treated with the Ewald summation method for the point dipolar system. The second-order nonlinear susceptibility $\chi^{(2)}$ is calculated with the time correlation function formalism

$$\chi^{(2)}_{xxe} = \frac{k_B T}{\hbar} \int_0^{T_c} dt \exp(i\omega_{ir} t)(A_{xx}(t)M_y(0))$$

where $A$ and $M$ are the system polarizability and dipole moment, $k_B$ and $T$ are the Boltzmann constant and temperature, and $(\cdots)$ is the statistical average in the classical MD simulation. $T_c$ in eq 1 should be infinity in the ideal situation, while we set $T_c$ = 4.9 ps in the MD calculation of $\chi^{(2)}$. In the isotopically dilute water, the O–H stretching modes become localized and independent. Thus we evaluate the contribution of each O–H vibration to the susceptibility $\chi^{(2)}$ (depicted in Figure 3b) in the following way. At first we define a “cluster” region as the first solvation shell of an arbitrary HOD molecule at the surface region, where the radius of the shell is 3.25 Å. We calculate $A$ and $M$ for the molecules within this shell, where the cluster consists of one core HOD and a few solvating D$_2$O molecules in most cases (see Figure 3a). In this calculation of the time correlation function in eq 1, $T_c$ is set to 1.25 ps, which is short enough to retain the constituent molecules of the cluster.
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